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A Brief History of 
Neural Networks



History



An Example Neuron



How do neurons communicate?

• Animations of excitatory and inhibitory neuron:  

• https://nba.uth.tmc.edu/neuroscience/s1/introduction.html

https://nba.uth.tmc.edu/neuroscience/s1/introduction.html


Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics 5:115-133 (1943)

McCulloch-Pitts Neurons (1943)



Assumptions (drawn from Empirical Observations)



McCulloch-Pitts Neurons



McCulloch-Pitts Nets



Expressive Power of McCulloch-Pitts Nets



Why is it important?



Aside: The Tragic Story of Walter Pitts

• Must read: http://nautil.us/issue/21/information/the-man-
who-tried-to-redeem-the-world-with-logic 

• The downfall of universal expressive power: it does not 
provide any constraint on the microscopic mechanisms 
by which a NN computes.

http://nautil.us/issue/21/information/the-man-who-tried-to-redeem-the-world-with-logic
http://nautil.us/issue/21/information/the-man-who-tried-to-redeem-the-world-with-logic
http://nautil.us/issue/21/information/the-man-who-tried-to-redeem-the-world-with-logic


Question:
What are the problems/limitations of 

expressive power? (1-2 min)



Question:
What are the problems/limitations of 

expressive power? (1-2 min) 
Answer: 

Expressability does not imply Learnability



Expressability vs. Learnability
Can easily 

express function 
But difficult to 
learn/optimize 
(not enough 
breakpoints 

nearby 
and not able to 

move them)



How can Neurons learn? Hebb’s Postulate



How do neurons process visual input?

• Hubel and Wiesel’s incredible discovery (1962): 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOHayh06LJ4 

• Awarded Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOHayh06LJ4


The Perceptron (Rosenblatt 1957)

• First architecture to 
have a learning 
algorithm:



Minsky & Papert Deal a “Deathblow”  
to the Perceptron: The XOR Problem

Linear Separable or Not?



Question:
How can you prove that the XOR Problem 

is not linearly separable? (4 min)



Answer: Proof by Contradiction



Final Project Idea: MicroNetwork Motifs

• https://nba.uth.tmc.edu/neuroscience/s1/introduction.html

https://nba.uth.tmc.edu/neuroscience/s1/introduction.html


History



Neocognitron: Precursor to Modern Convnets



Key Idea: Alternating Selectivity and InvarianceHow to Disentangle Nuisance Variation?

Potential Solution: Look to the Brain for guidance.
I Hubel and Wiesel’s discovery of simple/complex cells and their special properties of

selectivity and tolerance/invariance

Testing Hypotheses: Instantiated Models of the Ventral
Stream
Experimental approaches are effective at describing undocu-
mented behaviors of ventral stream neurons, but alone they
cannot indicate when that search is complete. Similarly, ‘‘word
models’’ (including ours, above) are not falsifiable algorithms.
To make progress, we need to construct ventral-stream-
inspired, instantiated computational models and compare their
performance with neuronal data and human performance on
object recognition tasks. Thus, computational modeling cannot
be taken lightly. Together, the set of alternative models define
the space of falsifiable alternative hypotheses in the field, and
the success of some such algorithms will be among our first indi-
cations that we are on the path to understanding visual object
recognition in the brain.
The idea of using biologically inspired, hierarchical computa-

tional algorithms to understand the neuronal mechanisms under-
lying invariant object recognition tasks is not new: ‘‘The mecha-
nism of pattern recognition in the brain is little known, and it
seems to be almost impossible to reveal it only by conventional
physiological experiments.. If we could make a neural network

Figure 6. Serial-Chain Discriminative
Models of Object Recognition
A class of biologically inspired models of object
recognition aims to achieve a gradual untangling
of object manifolds by stacking layers of neuronal
units in a largely feedforward hierarchy. In this
example, units in each layer process their inputs
using either AND-like (see red units) and OR-like
(e.g., ‘‘MAX,’’ see blue units) operations, and those
operations are applied in parallel in alternating
layers. The AND-like operation constructs some
tuning for combinations of visual features (e.g.,
simple cells in V1), and the OR-like operation
constructs some tolerance to changes in, e.g.,
position and size by pooling over AND-like units
with identical feature tuning, but having receptive
fields with slightly different retinal locations and
sizes. This can produce a gradual increase of the
tolerance to variation in object appearance along
the hierarchy (e.g., Fukushima, 1980; Riesenhuber
and Poggio, 1999b; Serre et al., 2007a). AND-like
operations and OR-like operations can each be
formulated (Kouh and Poggio, 2008) as a variant of
a standard LN neuronal model with nonlinear gain
control mechanisms (e.g., a type of NLN model,
see dashed frame).

model which has the same capability for
pattern recognition as a human being, it
would give us a powerful clue to the
understanding of the neural mechanism
in the brain’’ (Fukushima, 1980). More
recent modeling efforts have significantly
refined and extended this approach (e.g.,
Lecun et al., 2004; Mel, 1997; Riesen-
huber and Poggio, 1999b; Serre et al.,
2007a). While we cannot review all the
computer vision or neural network
models that have relevance to object
recognition in primates here, we refer

the reader to reviews by Bengio (2009), Edelman (1999), Riesen-
huber and Poggio (2000), and Zhu and Mumford (2006).
Commensurate with the serial chain, cascaded untangling

discussion above, some ventral-stream-inspired models imple-
ment a canonical, iterated computation, with the overall goal of
producing a good object representation at their highest stage
(Fukushima, 1980; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999b; Serre
et al., 2007a). These models include a handful of hierarchically
arranged layers, each implementing AND-like operations to build
selectivity followed by OR-like operations to build tolerance to
identity preserving transformations (Figure 6). Notably, both
AND-like and OR-like computations can be formulated as vari-
ants of the NLNmodel class described above (Kouh and Poggio,
2008), illustrating the link to canonical cortical models (see inset
in Figure 6). Moreover, these relatively simple hierarchical
models can produce model neurons that signal object identity,
are somewhat tolerant to identity-preserving transformations,
and can rival human performance for ultrashort, backward-
masked image presentations (Serre et al., 2007a).
The surprising power of suchmodels substantially demystifies

the problem of invariant object recognition, but also points out

Neuron 73, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 427

Neuron

Perspective

DiCarlo, J. J. et al. How does the brain solve visual object recognition? Neuron (2012).

Key Inspiration from Neuroscience
Build up feature selectivity and tolerance over multiple layers in a hierarchy )
ML architectures: Neocognitron, HMAX, SIFT, and modern Deep Convnets
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Recurrent Neural Networks:  
Hopfield Nets



Hopfield Nets:  
Mathematical Definition



Hopfield Nets:  
Engineering the Attractor



Hopfield Nets as Associative Memory



How to Learn NNs? 
The Backpropagation Algorithm (1960-86)

Net Input

Activation + Nonlinearity



How to Learn NNs? 
The Backpropagation Algorithm (1960-86)



The History of  
the Backpropagation Algorithm (1960-86)

• Introduced in Control Theory, via Dynamic Programming [Henrey J. Kelley (1960) 
& Arthur Bryson (1961)] 

• Simpler derivation using Chain Rule [Stephen Dreyfus (1962)] 

• General method for Automatic Differentiation [Seppo Linnainamaa (1970)] 

• Using Backprop to estimating parameters of controllers with objective of 
minimizing error [Stuart Dreyfus (1973)] 

• Backprop brought into NN world [Paul Werbos (1974)] 

• Used BP to learn representations in hidden layers of NNs [Rumelhart, Hinton & 
Williams (1986)]



Solving Digit Recognition for the US Post Office: 
(Yann Lecun 1989)



Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural 
Networks (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,1992)



History



History



Graphical Processing Units (GPUs)  
revolutionize Deep Learning

• GPUs first introduced in 2006 for DL 

• Order of magnitude increase in 
speed of training 

• Nvidia is the major player; Intel and 
others lagging behind. 

• New Tensor Processing Units 
(TPUs) being offered by Google



ImageNet Dataset (2011): The Largest Hand-
Labeled Dataset in the World



Convnets dominate ImageNet Challenge (2012)



Deep Learning:  
Recent Applications to Neuroscience



Deep Learning:  
Recent Applications to Neuroscience



Conclusions
• History of NNs touches upon many different fields and ideas: 

• Neuroscience, Cognitive Science, Mind-Body problem 

• Boolean functions, logic, expressive power 

• “Machine” Learning, Optimization 

• Chock full of interesting ideas that were far ahead of their time: 

• Many of them are resurging now —> Final Projects or your own 
research?


